
C O N C E P T
To create a buzz is to create an atmosphere through an event or happening.  A shed is the 
retreat of man, it is a space to get away from the hustle and bustle of modern life.  

SHED, sited within a tranquil naturalised landscape symbolises the escape, whereby we 
reverse its role by injecting the space with the buzz. Upon entry, visitors are greeted with an 
intense wealth of sounds, imagery, culture and thoughts. Visitors are encouraged to share 
their feelings, ideas and experiences by pinning written messages to the inside walls of the 
shed to form layers of communication held within a central hive of intercommunication. 
These thoughts, expressions and experiences provide personal connection between the 
visitors and shed creating a legacy to influence, inspire and change perspectives.

This contrast from inside and outside the shed highlights that the medium of communication 
and pace of life in reality cannot be forgotten or hidden when in a landscape; the ever 
increasing use of mobile phones, social networks globally makes the buzz of the world 
hard to escape wherever you are.   

S   H   E   D

P L A N T I N G
Set within a secluded woodland the planting surrounding SHED will depict that of a woodland glade. 
The garden will merge with the surrounding landscape through the use of naturalised swathes of 
native wildflowers, ornamental shrubs and young trees to create a magical and tranquil experience 
upon entry to the space. 

The garden will provide a natural sensual and seasonal experience moving from peripheral woodland 
planting through to more naturalised ornamental planting and wildflower surrounding the shed. This 
style will create a quiet, calm and tranquil setting relaxing the user prior to their exposure to the 
intense hive of sound and communication within SHED. 



Image 1: View toward SHED entrance Image 2: Internal sketch of the Shed

Image 3: Sectional view across garden

S   H   E   D

Q u e s t i o n s

 - Deptict Landscape in one word.

 - Tell me what you see.
 
 - Am I a Landscape?
 
 - Does a Landscape have to be green?
 
 - Does Landscape have boundaries?
 
 - Is the landscape shrinking? 


